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vision
sacare strives to enable independence for individuals
living with a disability by providing unique and flexible
personal support options within the broader
community or in sacare’s private accommodation
settings.
We believe that no one should be limited in their life
experiences, and everyone should have an
opportunity to live the life they choose to achieve
their personal goals. sacare is committed to creating
innovative, adaptable solutions to enhance
an individual’s lifestyle whilst encouraging and
enabling independence.
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foreword...
ANDREW MARSHALL, DIRECTOR
Firstly, I take this opportunity to thank everyone
who has referred people to sacare, those who
have chosen to access our services and all of
the wonderful people who have helped us
expand our service offerings and deliver
support to our steadily increasing numbers
of clients over the past twelve months.
A major achievement during the year was the
completion and opening of The Gums, and
we are not surprised that this property is in
high demand. Other sacare accommodation
is enjoying full occupancy and the numbers of
people living within the broader community and
seeking services from sacare, through our
in-home services, continue to grow.
The strength of our business is testament to the
commitment, attitude and professional services
delivered by our staff, and on behalf of the
Board, I thank you all for your continued
enthusiasm, dedication and support.
We welcome new staff who bring a wealth of
allied health qualifications, expertise and
enthusiasm to sacare.
With the continued development and growth
of our business comes challenges. In May this
year, sadly, we made the decision to cease
delivery of services at Clifford House. We
acquired Clifford House in 1996 and it was the
foundation of what is now sacare Group.
I thank all the staff who have remained
committed to providing amazing services to
those residents – many of whom have lived
there for fifteen years or more – under what
have been, at times, challenging circumstances.
The rollout of the NDIS in South Australia has
been challenging for both clients and service
providers. We are certainly not alone
4

in our ongoing struggle to find enough
suitable people to meet the demand created
by the NDIS and we are working hard to
develop and implement innovative staff
recruitment and training programs to
overcome this.
The past year has seen the launch of
inquiries into the Aged Care and Disability
sectors, which we welcome. We expect that
many of the unacceptable practices uncovered
in the Aged Care sector will also be found in
the Disability inquiry, and although I support
these inquiries, I have some scepticism that
they may focus too much on procedural
outcomes, rather than focussing on the
people who rely on our care.
I remain firmly of the view that any
recommendations and new policies
generated from these inquiries must be
people focussed to be successful.
Procedures alone will have little effect if
they do not put people at the fore.
The enthusiastic and well-meaning creation
of any number of policies alone will do little
to protect recipients of sacare or other
agency services. Practical, relevant training of
staff, rigorous, ‘hands on’ management
practices and simply doing what is best for
the people in our care is what is important.
sacare always has, and will continue to, put
people at the centre of everything we do.
On behalf of the sacare Board and the
management team, I thank you all for your
continued support and I look forward to
continuing to develop and improve our
services over the coming twelve months
and beyond.
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the board
Our team brings a wealth of knowledge and experience to sacare clients, ensuring those with the
most complex needs receive extraordinary day-to-day care. We have ensured that every one of
our team are experts in their field. Their wide-ranging skills extend from critical care nursing and
mental health support, to occupational therapy, diabetes management, and working with people
with complex and challenging behaviours.

ANDREW MARSHALL
Board Member

SUE MARSHALL
Board Member

PETER MANOS
Board Member

LACHIE MARSHALL
Board Member

MONIKA LENIGER
Chair of the Board

welcome...
LALEH REJ BSpPath, MSc

General Manager - Service Delivery

LALEH RAJ BSpPath, MSc
General Manager - Service Delivery
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Laleh has a clinical background in Speech Pathology and has completed a
Masters degree via a published thesis. Her key areas of expertise include
brain injury, spinal cord injury and progressive neurological disease.
Her previous management experience includes management of the Speech
Pathology Department at HRC and Manager of Service Planning at the
Lifetime Support Authority.
Laleh is passionate about person centred care and works hard to ensure that
all clients receive an exceptionally high level of service tailored around what
matters most to them. She believes that positivity is contagious and strives
ANNUAL REVIEW 2018/19
to be as infectious as possible!

“

The best thing about working at sacare
is that all of our staff have one thing in
common - to deliver excellent care and
support to our clients each and
every day, and to continue to develop
our relationships with our amazing care
and nursing staff.

“

Read more about team sacare on page 28.
6
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THE YEAR
IN NUMBERS

21.7%

82.3%

May 2018 (7,444) / May 2019 (9,063)

May 2018 (60%)

I N C R E A S E
in community hours

community clients
transitioned to NDIS

51 beds in accommodation
90% are occupied
May 2018 (31 facility beds, 94% occupancy)		

VIEWS ON
OUR YOUTUBE
CHANNEL

1.1M +

(AND STILL COUNTING)

299
600 NEW LIKES
ON FACEBOOK

220 GYM SESSIONS AT
HEAD OFFICE FOR STAFF
AND SUPPORT WORKERS

48

DOG WASHES
AT THE OFFICE
7

NUMBER OF NEW
STAFF MEMBERS
THAT JOINED SACARE

57

BLOG POSTS
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the gums
47 BURTON RD, SALISBURY
The Gums is sacare’s newest property for people who need
high-quality health care, injury recovery and transitional services for
the short, medium or long term – it sets a new standard in care for
people living with disability.

8
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Without a doubt one of our biggest
achievements throughout the year was the
opening of our newest facility, The Gums, in
Salisbury. It is a purpose-built property that we
are immensely proud of, not only for its quality,
but also for the new standard in care we have
set for people living with disability.
From the beautiful sensory gardens, to the
state-of-the-art technology and the elegant
fitout, The Gums offers clients both
stunning accommodation and multi-disciplinary
therapy services to help clients progress to the
next stage of their life.
We have designed The Gums for people who
need high-care and transitional services, and
have wide-ranging injuries and conditions.
The Gums accommodates people who require
low to moderate levels of care, others have
needs that are highly dependent and
complex, including people with respirators,
feeding tubes, complex amputations and
Muscular Dystrophies.
We integrate high-quality personal support
and care services with multi-disciplinary,
progressive therapies to provide our
clients with the very best opportunities
to achieve their goals.
Our team at The Gums has reported a
number of heart-warming success stories
in the few months since its opening. Two
clients in particular who live with complex and
challenging behaviours are now engaged in
therapy sessions, enjoy visiting the shops with
support workers, and now experience
significantly reduced behaviours of concern.
9

Family members are also enjoying visiting
their loved ones in peaceful and relaxed
surroundings.
In addition to the core support enjoyed by
everyone at The Gums, we are implementing
the full suite of allied health services including
occupational therapy, physiotherapy,
psychology, and speech pathology.
All clients at The Gums, like all sacare clients,
have access to our outstanding THRIVE
Program, an evidence-based program aimed
at increasing positive emotion through
therapies, which you can read more about
on page 15.
sacare provides access to hydrotherapy and
gym facilities, therapy-based community
access, and high-level individual care for
clients with specific needs including those who
are ventilated, require ceiling hoists and have
unique and complex behaviours.
Eight rooms in The Gums are allocated to
clients with high or complex care needs, and 12
rooms for transitional clients with low to moderate needs. Since its opening in January, we
have 20 clients who now call The Gums home.
It was a huge effort to reach the opening
stage of The Gums and we thank all of the
extraordinary team at sacare who contributed
to the opening of this incredible property.
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high-tech
at the gums
State-of-the-art technology is central to the smooth
operations at The Gums. Our technology team has
installed the very latest in home automation,
personalised sleep monitoring and even a digital
welcome centre.
Among the rollout of new technology, the
entertainment devices and many electrical functions,
including lights, are voice controlled, and our new
digital welcome centre enables visitors to check in
and out, and print their own name tags.

Treat for the senses...
We were so proud when SA
Life’s Gardens and Outdoor
Living Magazine featured our
gorgeous sensory garden
at The Gums in their Autumn
2019 issue...

“A mere whiff of a
familiar fragrance
can take someone
on a wonderful
sensory journey.”
Writer, Zoe Rice

We are rolling out tablets to all of our clients that will
serve as communication and
entertainment devices. Clients will be able to
communicate with support workers, family and
friends using face-to-face video apps, chat rooms
and direct messaging, they will have special tools
to watch videos and movies, and have access to a
variety of Brain Training apps.
Our fleet of smartphones are used for a variety of
purposes, including Near Field Communication
Technology that enables our team to unlock doors,
and have easy access to our 22 high-definition
security cameras and nurse-call system.

10
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support in your
own home
sacare provides a range of high-quality
support and care services for people with
disability who live in their own home.

Our In-Home Service is offered within
metropolitan Adelaide and regional areas and
includes the following services:

During the past year, our In-Home Services
team helped more than 100 people with their
daily living, from high-level and complex care
to more basic day-to-day tasks.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our wonderful team of support workers
have a genuine passion and warmth for our
clients, assisting them to live enriched,
independent lives in their own home.
As a part of our In-Home Service, we provide
a dedicated 24-hour urgent response service,
ensuring our clients have support at any time of
the day or night with critical issues.

11

Personal care services to clients
Continence management
Clinical procedures
Meal preparation and shopping
Cleaning and laundry service
In-home or centre-based respite
Transport to appointments and social activities
Capacity Building
Implementation of care plans.

You can read about the personal experiences of
two of our In-Home Service clients, Terri and
Heather, within this publication.

Support Worker Britta always
delivers great energy to
John’s home.
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terri’s
story
Life as TERRI knew it ended when she was on
her honeymoon in India. She and her husband
were on a bus that collided with another in
northern India, her legs and arms were broken
in several places and her face torn apart. There
were no doctors, hospitals or ambulances in
the remote countryside.
To this day, Terri struggles to do much with
the right side of her body and she relies on a
wheelchair for her mobility.
Despite the immense challenges Terri has
faced, and continues to face, she is one of the
most positive, vivacious and delightful people
you could meet. She is the epitome of living
life to the fullest.
Terri says that the support and care she
receives from sacare enables her to be more
independent.

I also go to the physio to learn to walk again
and they come with me to assist.”
“They have been such an advantage, and help
me to be more independent. Having them to
support me helps me to live my life to the
fullest. If I did not have their support, my life
would be so different - not advantageous!”
“The support you obtain and the love, care
and assistance is an absolute gem, and very
worthwhile.”
Terri’s life goals include being able to live life as
she did before the accident, and do all of the
things she would like to do.

You can read more about Terri’s story at
www.unbreakablethestory.com.

“sacare supply me with a wonderful group of
people who assist me daily. They help with the
things I require daily, such as showering,
shopping and assistance through the house.
12
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WITH

THRIVE
sacare
THRIVE is an evidence-based positive
behaviour intervention program developed by
sacare’s very own Manager of Social and
Behavioural Therapies, Alex Killey. The THRIVE
program uses recreational activity, counselling
and holistic therapies as a therapeutic tool to
engage individuals in the community.
THRIVE stands for:
Therapeutic
Holistic
Relationships
Inclusion
Vitality
Engagement
We are tremendously proud of this program,
which has gone from strength to strength since
its inception and seen significant benefits and
life improvements for its participants.
THRIVE is suitable for anyone living with
a complex disability from low to high
dependency. Our THRIVE participants
include people living with Huntington’s
Disease, Autism Spectrum Disorder, Acquired
Brain Injury, Muscular Dystrophies, complex
amputations, and people who rely on feeding
tubes and respirators.
The program is individually tailored to each
individual and their goals, to ultimately
improve their wellbeing and ensure they are
living their life of choice.
Alex Killey, said that she loves nothing more
than seeing participants achieve their goals.
13

“The most rewarding part of my job is when I
see that participants no longer need my help
to thrive in life and live as independently as
possible,” she said.
“There is nothing more uplifting than when
our participants achieve their meaningful
goals, particularly goals they didn’t think were
possible.”
Through THRIVE, we also provide support and
counselling services for families, carers and
friends to ensure a successful transition into
the community.

We have seen 19 participants through
THRIVE and here are a few of their
outstanding achievements:
•

One participant has seen a 75%
reduction in behaviours of concern
within two months.

•

One participant has reduced their
behaviours of concern from 143 on
non-THRIVE days to zero on THRIVE
days in one 2018 month.

•

One participant reduced their
behaviours of concern from 354
in one month, to 91 in the following
month.
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The proud mother of one THRIVE participant
said “He’s very proud of himself, and so am I.
Thank you to the THRIVE team for always
going the extra special lengths.”

A Thriving Success
One of our THRIVE participants, Quan, had a
goal to volunteer at Meals on Wheels - a role
he undertook before his accident, which left
him with an Acquired Brain Injury.
Our THRIVE team connected Quan to a
wonderful program, Food for the Community a not-for-profit organisation in Port Adelaide
that supports people to buy affordable food.
He now collects bread from Bakers Delight
and delivers it to Food in the Community
each week.
Quan gets immense enjoyment and fulfilment
from his volunteer work - it is meaningful,
gives him purpose and greater
independence.
Following his success with Food for the
Community, our THRIVE team has now
commenced the process for Quan to regain
his volunteer role with Meals on Wheels,
something he intends to do in addition to
his work for Food for the Community.

14
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year in review
Alex Killey Winning 2018 Brain Injury SA
Excellence Service Award - Photography by Catherine Leo
15
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A PLACE TO CALL HOME

Before Christmas, it was a privilege to welcome
new residents to a number of our properties,
including our newest, The Gums. These are
people who have transitioned from various
acute health facilities, and we thank SA Health,
the Department for Human Services and the
NDIS for helping to make this happen.
Our new residents, like those who have been
with us for some time, will reap the benefits of
our world-class facilities and the specialist care
our team provide them. We warmly welcome
our new residents and look forward to watching
them enjoy positive change in their lives.

PARTNERSHIP WITH ARENA REIT
We were thrilled to enter into a strategic
partnership with Arena REIT in early 2019.

The partnership has seen Arena REIT purchase
our properties Barton House, Briarholm and
The Gums, enabling us to provide significant
added investment into sacare, our residents
and employees. It also gives us a solid base
from which we can identify future development
projects, and provide sacare with long-term
security and sustainability.
For us, it’s business as usual, with the added
comfort of financial security well into the future.

CREATING AN INCLUSIVE WORLD

sacare were proud sponsors of this year’s
Sanaa Festival: Creating a Better World Through
Creativity. To say thanks, Victoria Lewis the
founder of Sanaa arranged for one of this
year’s artists, Sparrow, to teach us a few hip
hop moves in a dance workshop for staff and
clients, and paint an incredible art mural at our
office warehouse. It is a privilege to have
Sparrow’s artwork in the warehouse of our
Broadview head office.

16
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SACARE IN THE COMMUNITY

Our staff roll up their sleeves for some very
worthy community initiatives outside of their
great work at sacare. Among them, we have a
team from our head office assisting weekly at
the KickStart for Kids program to help serve
breakfasts to kids at local schools including
Pooraka and Gilles Plains primary schools.
The company also contributed to the
weekly rent of a local foodbank to help
support homelessness called Food for
the Community.

ALEX’S AWARD WIN

We were immensely proud of our THRIVE
program manager Alex Killey who, in August,
was presented with Brain Injury SA’s Service
Excellence Award during Brain Injury
Awareness Week.
Upon presenting Alex with her award, presenter
Tamara Tomic, CEO of the Lifetime Support
Authority said it was “Alex’s vibrancy and
passion for her clients that puts her a
cut above many. Her infectious and positive
attitude and drive to see clients thrive in life, has
seen clients reduce their behaviours of concern
by 75% in just a few months.”
Congratulations Alex!

CLIENTS GIVE BACK

Our THRIVE team launched a new initiative in
2019, THRIVE by Volunteering, enabling sacare
clients the opportunity to give back to their
communities. Organisations our
clients support include Food for the
Community, Kick Start for Kids, Meals on
Wheels and The Joinery.
The program supports a greater sense of
purpose and connection to the community,
and helps to boost self-esteem. sacare
support workers accompany and assist our
clients should they need it, providing a
rewarding experience for both our staff and
our clients.
17
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sacare social
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out and about
We understand the importance of fun and
stimulating social experiences in people’s lives,
and every month our Lifestyle Activities
Coordinator, Melissa, collates a range of
accessible events in the community,
coordinating participation for our clients.

We have also established a journalism group,
Share Your Voice, where clients voice their
opinion on a range of topics, through writing.
It has been wonderful to see so many of our
residents become involved and feel
comfortable expressing themselves.

Our social and wellbeing programs are
designed to help our clients gain choice and
control, help them achieve their personal goals,
and improve their overall wellbeing.

Residents of our Magill property gained such
a huge boost to their independence and
confidence from their Bingo sessions that they
now run Bingo! Our coordinator is now an
observer as the residents manage the fun
from start to finish.

Social activities have enabled our clients to
enjoy some wonderful new experiences within
the community, form bonds with fellow
residents, boost their skills, and increase
their independence and confidence.
Some of the fun adventures our clients have
enjoyed this year include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sound and Vibes accessible music festival
(of which sacare were proud sponsors)
Restless Dance Theatre performances
Port Adelaide football match
Australian Hearing Lions Dogs Open Days
Meditation sessions
Outdoor movie cinemas
Visits to the Adelaide Zoo and Botanic
Gardens
Easter and Halloween parties

The sacare wheelchair accessible 5-bedroom
houseboat Imagination provides a perfect
place to escape from day to day life and to
enjoy the beautiful nature that South Australia
has to offer. Imagination operates from Mannum.
Contact us if you’d like to make a booking.
We integrate some of our events with sacare
employees, such as our Easter Party, and others
include family and friends, including a fun BBQ
at our newest facility The Gums. These events
all promote positive relationships, build
connections and help to develop confidence.

The range of activities we offer to people who
wish to stay indoors is equally as extensive,
and throughout the year we facilitated:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In-home library service
Holistic therapy
Mind games and brain busters
Arts and crafts
Cooking
Outdoor activities, including Bocce
Exercise and stretching classes
Group activities
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high quality
accommodation
We provide high quality care to 38 residents across our six
Supported Independent Living properties, providing each of
them with extraordinary accommodation on a respite, long-term
or permanent basis.
In December, we opened our newest property, The Gums, in
Salisbury, which you can read more about on page 10.
All of our accommodation is designed to maximise the
independence of our clients, and we ensure everyone has the
opportunity to set their personal goals and pursue their interests
in a supportive and caring environment.
Our residents each receive an individual Care Plan and have
access to our successful THRIVE program, which helps them to
improve their wellbeing through activities and community
engagement. You can read more about THRIVE on page 15.

The Gums, Salisbury

20
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Our Supported Independent Living
properties are located at:
•
•
•
•
•

The Gums in Salisbury
Barton House in North Adelaide
Tolley House in Hope Valley
Briarholm in Kingswood
Adelaide Street in Magill

Services we provide within our Supported
Independent Living include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

24-hour onsite specialised support
Fully qualified clinical staff
Individual personal care planning
Meal preparation and grocery shopping
Cleaning and laundry services
Multi-lingual carers
Private bedrooms, including ceiling
lifters and personal climate control
Beautifully landscaped gardens
Coordinated lifestyle activities
Transport options

Adelaide St, Magill

The Gums, Salisbury

Tolley House, Hope Valley

21
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Barton Tce, North Adelaide

Briarholm, Kingswood

alice’s
story
ALICE has been a resident at our Briarholm
property at Kingswood since 2017, where her
daily living is supported by sacare’s team of
medical and support staff.
Alice has lived most of her life with a
disability, having contracted Encephalitis as
a young child, which left her with brain and
spinal damage. She requires a fulltime
ventilator and a wheelchair for mobility.
Due to her ventilation requirements, Alice is
unable to talk unassisted, and uses a voice app
on her phone to help her communicate.
Alice does not allow her challenges to get in
the way of living a fulfilled and happy life. She
is also a talented writer who has contributed
more than 20 blog posts to sacare’s website
since she moved into Briarholm. Alice shares
poignant stories from the heart and we are
privileged to have her share her optimism and
wisdom with our community.
In 2018 Alice was presented with sacare’s
22

Chairman’s Award for her contributions. Talking
about her life at Briarholm, Alice talks fondly
about her support team.
“sacare is supporting my daily life by
providing nursing staff and support workers
and I want to say thankyou,” she said.
“I particularly would like to thank Susie, Lily,
Chris, Mag and Tara. Thank you for keeping me
in a very good and healthy condition. I want to
thank Emily too - she comes to Briarholm every
week and we do all the cooking.”
“I can enjoy my life, and I can go to work and
have a social life.”
“I would like to encourage other disabled
people to move out of home and live in a
facility independently, they could enjoy more of
their life.”
You can read Alice’s fortnightly blog posts on
our website sacare.com.au, within the News
section.
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heather’s
heather’s
story
story
Adoring grandmother, HEATHER, was born with
Cerebral Palsy and uses a manual wheelchair to
navigate her way around her home and out in
the community. To retain her significant
independence, she enjoys help from sacare’s
in-home support team for a host of tasks
at home.
Heather talks warmly and enthusiastically about
the team who visit her at home.
“All of my team of workers are very unique.
There’s one that I simply love and she always
includes me in whatever she is supporting me
with. We have many belly laughs at the end
of her time, and when she’s leaving we are still
laughing!”, she said.
“I also receive a gardener from sacare, he’s
awesome! We have so many laughs but at the
same time he leaves my garden looking so
pretty.”
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sacare provides a wide range of support to
Heather, including for household chores, meal
preparation, community support such as
visiting her beloved mum, shopping and going
to appointments.
She also loves visiting sacare’s office, saying she
feels like movie star when she does.
“Whenever I do visit sacare head office I feel
like I’m a movie star due to being welcomed by
hugs, kisses, chatting, and laughter, so I feel like
I’m part of the sacare family.”
“When I ring sacare to add or cancel a shift, I
have a little chat with whoever’s on the other
side of the phone before we get onto business.
Just that little chat makes a load of difference,
that personal touch.”
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partnerships
We work closely with some outstanding
organisations that provide sacare and our
clients with invaluable knowledge,
expertise and support, and some memorable
life experiences.
Our partnership with Huntington’s SA & NT
is one such example that fosters a close
relationship between the Huntington’s
community in South Australia and sacare’s
supported independent living accommodation.
General Manager of Huntington’s SA & NT,
Michele Giles-Clark, said sacare’s approach to
providing the right care and accommodation
was a huge step in the right direction for our
Huntington’s community.
“sacare’s willingness to research
thoroughly, work with and listen to those with
expertise and knowledge to give those with
Huntington’s Disease a quality of life, is what
sets them apart from other care providers.
They provide people living with Huntington’s
disease a home, not a room.”
“Many care providers refuse to have those with
Huntington’s Disease in their facilities due to the
challenges it presents. sacare were prepared to
take on this challenge.”

General Manager of Huntington’s SA &
NT Michele Giles-Clark (right), with board
members of the association.

“People living with Huntington’s who reside
in sacare properties can embrace life, which
I am sad to say does not occur in many other
facilities.”

24
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sacare enjoy a similar professional relationship with
MND South Australia, supporting people living with
Motor Neurone Disease. Our team also supports MND SA
through participation in their SkyDive for Dollars and
Trivia Night events and Gala dinners.
As a result of our long standing relationship with
TerryWhite Chemmart Mawson Lakes, we have established
a partnership with the Healthy Care Services.
Our partnership enables sacare clients to receive a
comprehensive pharmacy service, tailored for people
living with a complex disability. Healthy Care Services is
SA based and shares sacare’s governance standards.
Their group’s pharmacies work closely with our team to
ensure our clients have a high quality and reliable
pharmacy service.
sacare clients also enjoy the experiences offered by
Determined2, an exciting and innovative organisation
that provides immersion therapy, offering the freedom of
movement within the weightless environment of
underwater using SCUBA equipment. We have plans
underway to provide holiday packages that incorporate
Determined2’s experiences with our wheelchair
accessible houseboat.
In 2018 we started to support the weekly rent of a
not-for-profit organisation called Food For The
Community, which provides the local community with free
and heavily discounted food items to anyone in need.
We were so pleased to establish a partnership in April
with the wonderful South Australia-based food market,
Schinella’s, to deliver fresh produce to all of sacare’s
properties and our head office. Health and wellbeing
is not only incredibly important for our clients but also
among our team, and the deliveries from Schinella’s
ensure our head office fridge is full of healthy options
for our staff to enjoy.

We have a special affiliation with Variety the children’s charity, with our board members
Andrew and Sue, their family and some staff
participating in the Variety Moto Run each
October.
sacare’s Karin and our client Bruce,
who shaved their heads live at the

25 Variety SA 2018 Annual Ball to raise
funds for the charity.

We raised close to $47,000
REVIEW 2018/19
for Variety SA inANNUAL
2018/19

team sacare

sacare’s employee base rose to more than
540 in 2019, and each of them brings a
wealth of knowledge and experience to our
clients, ensuring those with the most
complex needs receive extraordinary
day-to-day care.
Our team, who work both within our
properties and out in the community caring
for people who live independently, have
wide-ranging skills that extend from critical
care nursing and mental health support,
to occupational therapy, diabetes
management, and expertise working with
people with complex and challenging
behaviours.
We have an incredibly diverse and bi-lingual
workforce with multicultural representation
spanning 44 countries including Croatia,
Denmark, Iran, Italy, Japan, Mauritius, and
Scotland, to name a few.
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Ongoing training is a core part of
employment at sacare and throughout the
year our managers and emerging leaders
participated in a six-week leadership course
with LeadersHP, and we were proud to be
a finalist, alongside Enhance Training, for
our collaborative Disability Support Worker
Pre-Employment Program.
We offer a wellness program for our entire
team that includes lunchtime and out-ofhours gym sessions, and nutrition and health
advice. Employees also enjoy a supply of
healthy, fresh produce in our head office
fridge thanks to our weekly delivery from
local food market, Schinella’s, and a
client and staff celebration bar, which is quite
popular on a Friday afternoon!
And, of course the canine companions of
our employees are warmly welcomed in our
office - visit head office at anytime and you
will be greeted by a range of very happy and
friendly pooches.
On the next page we’ve given you a
snapshot of a few of our wonderful team.
We hope you enjoying meeting them.
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v

Our people are at the heart of everything
we do. They are dedicated, caring and
compassionate and every day they provide
the highest level of service to our
clients.

SAIF
GRADUATE ACCOUNTANT

TIFFANY
SUPPORT WORKER

MICHAEL
SERVICE COORDINATOR

Saif is sacare’s graduate
accountant, who upon starting
his internship was petrified of
dogs - working at sacare soon
cured him of his fear! Saif cites
the dog friendly office as one of
the things he loves about
working with us. Saif undertook an
internship with sacare while he
was studying at the University of
South Australia, and a part-time
accountancy role soon followed.
After a few months, Saif was
offered a role full-time, and he
says the move made him truly
happy.

Tiffany is one of our many
outstanding support workers,
providing in-home care to our
clients who continue to live
independently in their own home.
In January she was named as
Employee of the Month for her
passion and dedication, which
shines through in everything
she does. Tiffany says she loves
promoting independence and
finding hidden skills when she is
supporting clients.

Michael is one of our cherished
service coordinators, seeing that
the right members of sacare’s
team are matched to clients
to ensure their needs are met.
During Michael’s five years with
sacare, he has always maintained
that clients should be treated like
he would expect his family to be
treated - and to spend time
getting to know them. He knows
this makes a huge difference.
Michael says his job is fast-paced
but so rewarding.

“As I started as an intern at
sacare, my move from an intern
to part-time accountant and then
to full-time graduate accountant
was like a dream come true for
me. Working here makes me very
happy.” he said.
“For me, choosing sacare has
given me many opportunities to
expand my skills and knowledge
in the real world. And, working
within the disablity sector makes
me feel like I’m contributing
towards making the world a
better place.
And, about that fear of dogs?
“I knew that sacare was a dog
friendly office, but I was scared
of dogs. I was like, save me from
these creatures of yours! But,
within a couple of weeks I was in
love with them all!”
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“My focus is particularly
person-centred and based on
clients abilities - I love helping
them to find their hidden skills.
It’s so important to listen and
accept different ways of living
and I find that transforms to
positive results.”
“I really admire our clients and
their families, knowing what a
tough journey they are
experiencing. It is so satisfying
knowing that just one hour of
support can make a difference to
someone’s life. To see the smiles
on faces when we leave is
wonderful.”
“I love this job so much. sacare
has been by far the most
understanding company I’ve
encountered throughout my
working years.“
Tiffany’s sense of humour is
renowned too - she believes a
little joke now and then is
important to everyone’s wellbeing!

“I love my job! I really do. It is
fast-paced, but so rewarding.
I am very blessed that each day
I am able to help and support
sacare’s extended family to
live their lives to the fullest and
encourage them to remain as
independent as possible, all while
helping them to achieve their own
personal goals.”
“The best thing about working at
sacare is that all of our staff have
one thing in common - to deliver
excellent care and support to our
clients each and every day, and to
continue to develop our
relationships with our amazing
care and nursing staff.”
“I am so very lucky to be
working at this incredible
company. I entered this field of
work to try and make a difference
in how we go about supporting
people with disabilities, and I will
continue to do my best to make
a difference.”
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Thank you to everyone, including our cherished
four-legged friends, who helped us to make the
past year such a huge success.

Phone: 		
Email:
Website:
Head office:
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1300 145 636
admin@sacare.com.au
www.sacare.com.au
586 Regency Road
Broadview SA 5083

Connect with us on Social Media for the most recent updates
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